He trained so hard
Did funny Freddy Fest
That he won the race.
He was the ____!
The pirates stole
All the gold
Of the west.
They decided to
hide it
In a treasure ____.
Cynthia wanted to
Have a fun fest.
She opened
Her door
To let in her ____.
Johnny painted
His dad
While his dad
Was at rest.
Later Johnny said
That he done it in
___.
If you climb a tree
In the town
Of Blue Crest,
You'll see
Three eggs resting inside a ____.
The mosquito buzzed east,
The mosquito buzzed west.
"Go away,"
Nicky shouted.
"You are a hateful ___!"
With his work
Completed,
Sam felt so
Unstressed!
He got out
His hammock
To take a ____.
Though Micky
Wanted to do
His very best,
He didn't know
Some answers
To questions
On the ____.
As the explorers searched for the buried treasure chest,
They checked their compass.
Its needle pointed _____.